
Beauty is not created by adding one more detail, 
it is conceived by removing the last.



kreon.com

We want to welcome people into the world of kreon,
make them a part of it. We want to create a harmony
between comfort and functionality. That is what our new
collections consist of. Functional yet comfortable solutions.
We step away from classic designs. And we bring back
true, unique optics and lenses. Characterized by comfort,
connectivity, technology and architecture. Driven by
innovation, we try to surprise you and do the unpredictable.
To meet everyone’s personal needs. So everyone
can experience the world of kreon.

kreon    #worldofkreon
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cadre dolma
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kreon products, in their simplest forms do not result 
in austere minimalism, but in architectural objects that 
communicate and create a dialogue with space 
regardless of style.
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holon in-canaaplis
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inti up
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Luminance and illumination are our primary goals. The design 
of our collection represents a way of thinking that reduces each 

product to its essential components without compromise.

kreon.com
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nuit

oran
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kreon epitomises the visual language in present-day
architecture, an architecture based on right angles 
and pure lines. It is to this same sober architecture 
that the appliances owe their universal and 
timeless character.
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